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79 PTBC Members – Latin America & Caribbean 
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Jose Luis Aarao 
jlaarao_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Alexandru Acs 
serafimus_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
El Salvador, San Salvador -- 07/18/06 I need feedback. really works? Thanks, very much 

Juan Manuel Afanador 
jmaycia_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Bogota, Cundinamarca, Colombia 

Tony Agius 
Email not working 06/02/09 
Puntarenus, Sierpe, Costa Rica -- www.terrabalandcompany.com  01/16/07 I am a builder-developer. Who 
is trying to advance my knowledge of alternate forms of energy. To begin totally self-sufficient Eco-Villages. 
Where not tied into the grid. And have all forms of renewable energy sources 

Benjamin Alarcon  
Email not working 08/2006 
Chihuahua, Mexico -- I want to build a turbine for a car... 

Larry Alexander  
Email not working 08/2006 
St. Eustatius, Nederlands Antilles. Dutch West Indies -- I like to learn about alternate power sources, I 
recently purchased a booklet on the Tesla Turbine from Lindsay Books. I intend to build a turbine as a 
compressor. 

Fernando Almeyda 
Email not working 08/2006 
Salina Sruz, Oaxaca, Mexico – My goal: To form or joint-me to Mexican group interested on alternative 
energy systems how solar generator turbo from Tesla turbine. I am mechanical-electric; My specialty is 
measurement instruments. 

Leandro Barragán Castellanos 
leandro.mecanica_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Bogotá, Cundinamarca, Colombia -- 11/23/06 

Carlos Barrera 
Email not working 06/02/09 
Monterrey, N.L., Mexico – geocities_DOT_com/gearturbine 03/25/06 I inform about the new Gearturbine, 
power by barr, with dextrogiro vs levogiro effect, an over-unit engine, to see details visit: 
www.geocities_DOT_com/gearturbine 

Andre Belle 
aeromahn_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Barbados – I am excited about building a turbine system, with a view to running my home completely on 
alternate energy. 
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Dr Douglas K Benn BDS, M Phil, PhD, DDR (RCR UK) 
benn_AT_CostaRicaCE_DOT_com 
Atenas, Costa Rica -- 12/17/07 Professor Emeritus, University of Florida 

Richard Bosher 
Richard.bosher_AT_footprint-env_DOT_com  
Barbados – 01/19/09 www.footprint-env_DOT_com Would like to develop turbine both for generation and 
pumping 

Norberto Calvo  
magister56_AT_yahoo_DOT_com.ar  
S.S. de Jujuy-Jujuy, Argentina -- http://www.tecnitron.com.ar/ Fanatic tester of some tesla designs, specially 
turbines. I live in Argentina, and my work is electronic engineering 

MAURICIO CAMPO 
titanium_AT_itelgua_DOT_com  
Guatemala, Guatemala – 02/17/06 

Thales Cardoso 
thales.cardoso@m4sistemas.com.br 
Niteroi, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil - 7/25/10 Entering in the solar + VAWT affair 

obdulio cerceno 
ocerceno_AT_yahoo_DOT_com 
Panama, Rio Abajo, Panama – 02/11/07 I am working on the concept that if a light solar airplane can fly with 
photovoltaic cells (sun=> electricity=> work) Then a light termo solar airplane will fly, too. sun=> steam 
generator=> work!! 

Dalton Clare 
clare_energy_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Freeport, Bahamas – 04/12/09 I am very much interested in a means of weaning myself of the power 
company - at least partially - for things like everyday lighting  etc. It would be especially good to do it by 
myself 

Fernando Cordeiro  
godnet_AT_ig_DOT_com.br  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil – I work as a translator and just want some technical orientation. 

Nelson Gonçalves Corrêa Jr. 
nelson_AT_conectnet_DOT_com.br  
Uberlandia, MG, Brazil – 06/25/06 www.conectnet.com.br  I have interest in build a hydrogen generator to 
feed a pulse combustor and run a tesla turbine. I'm a Electrical Engineer looking for conversion system that 
can generate electricity.  

Alessandro Costa  
alessandro_hashid_AT_yahoo_DOT_com.br  
Campos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil – 09/10/07 I Work with GE Turbomachines (LM-2500/LM-600), Rolls-Royce 
Machines (RB-211 DLE and NonDLE) and with Alston Machines (EGT-Tornado/Taiffun). 

Adrianus Croes 
errien2_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Aruba – 02/18/06 Electronics engineer who is currently a teacher. Amazed about how much energy the sun 
delivers. Now I am interested in the highest possible efficiency for converting sun heat into rotation energy. 

Raimundo Damasceno 
raimundodamasceno_AT_globo_DOT_com  
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil -- I am a professor of chemistry at the Fluminense Federal University (UFF). My 
research interest field is concerned with the conversion of biomass (e.g., agricultural residues, sewage 
sludges, organic industrial cake, etc) into a fuel similar to diesel oil. Biomass to liquid (fuel) - BTL. This 
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process is called Biomass to liquid (BTL). In addition, I am strongly involved with the Brazilian biodiesel 
program. Needless to say that I am strongly identified with the philosophy and purposes of the Phoenix 
Turbine Builders Club. I foresee an avenue for cooperation. I have projects in small towns, dried (same-arid) 
regions and am committed with sustainability of our threatened world. I am open to cooperation. 

Stefan Douglas 
stefandouglas_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Valencia, Trinidad & Tobago W.I. - 10/16/09 

Fernando D'Anna  
fdanna_AT_uol_DOT_com.ar  
Marcos Juárez, Cordoba, Argentina 

Clinton Ebanks 
aquanaut_AT_mail_DOT_com 
George town, grand Cayman, Cayman Islands -- 11/15/06 

Nicolas Egea 
negea7777_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Mendoza, Mendoza, ARGENTINA -- I see interesting people is around here 

Milton Ellis 
miltfromoz_AT_hotmail_DOT_com 
Joao Pessoa, Paraiba, Brazil – 02/01/10 Interesting. 

Rodrigo Fernández 
rodrigof12_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Panamá, Panamá – 04/25/08 im introducing my self in the tesla turbines world, im a mechanical engineer 
from panamá 

Sirius Fuenmayor  
Email not working 08/2006 
Venezuela 

Juan Gerez  
jgerez_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
San Miguel Allende, Guanajuato, Mexico -- 03/17/07 4x4x4x4.com I have build my own ecological self 
sustained house, and I am looking for alternative to replace my chemical batteries, which are vary 
inefficient. Compressed air and steam seem to be the obvious answer. 

Jessica Gissella Maradey Lazaro 
jessicamaradey_AT_yahoo_DOT_com   
Bucaramanga, Santander, Colombia -- I think that the inventions of Nikola Tesla are very good for the 
improvement of efficiency energy transformation. I study Mechanical Engineering, I'm 22 years old. In this 
moment, I realize my project of graduate. 

Jorge Gomez 
jorggomez_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

David Guerrero 
davidagustinguerrero_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Cordoba, Argentina -- Hello, i am interesting in Tesla turbine plans, please, send me anything about this 

José Luis Hernández Q. 
ingesp57_AT_hotmail_DOT_com 
La Paz, Bolivia, South America - 06/07/10 My country has a lot of under developed rural areas with very 
poor people and my objective is to learn about clean  energy efficient alternatives. 
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Ilson Hulle 
Email not working 06/02/09 
Espirito Santo, Brasil -- Interested in building a hydrogen generator for use in a vehicle. 

Andres Felipe Rey Ladino  
colombia_AT_gmx.at   
Bogotá, Cundinamarca, Colombia -- Research project (Diplomarbeit): Numerical simulation of the flow field 
in a friction-type turbine (Tesla turbine). The work will be carried out at the Institute of Thermal 
Turbomachines and Powerplants at Vienna University of Technology. The commercial computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) code FLUENT as well as the grid generation software GAMBIT will be used for the 
investigation. Both codes are available on the CFD-server (COMPAQ SC45) of the Computer Center of 
Vienna University of Technology. http://whitepages.tuwien.ac.at/oid/1479385.html 

Elisangela Leal 
elisangelaleal_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
São José dos Campos / São Paulo / Brazil – 04/28/09 I am a farm owner in Brazil and also a Mechanical 
Engineer. I was looking for an easy way to generate electricity and read some articles about Nikola Tesla. I 
found the experiments of Tesla very interesting and became more and more enthusiastic about his findings. 
Thanks for the membership and I hope I can gather more information about Tesla Turbine. 

Reynolds Liebstein 
raff_DOT_corp_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Curitiba, Paraná, Brasil – 04/22/09 

Jose Lopez 
orl22orl_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Tegucigalpa, Honduras -- i am a retired machinist who enjoys inventing things and working with electrical 
and mechanical machines. 

Luis Lopez 
lrealty_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Loiza, Puerto Rico -- 11/24/08 After reading all articles from 2001 to 2007 on your website and lot of info 
about tesla turbines im fascinated with this technology. I’m an electronic tech focused on renewable energy 
sources for years, actually constructing a small tesla turbine and a pmg generator. Please accept me as part 
of this amazing community who wants to help rescue the world from energy rippers and take control of our 
own lives. thanks. 

Jorge Loubet  
jorgeloubet_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Durango, Dgo. Mexico -- Wow!. I never seen something like this. I'm very impressed about what you all are 
doing. By now, I'm next to retire, and I'm just beginning to build a heliostat powered Tesla turbine for 
pumping water to a tree plantation, which I'm planning to own. I know a high frequency generator using 
ferrite magnetics, would be cheaper and more efficient than a 60Hz bulky generator. One of the most 
important things, is that it is also cheaper than photovoltaic cells. All of you are on right way. Thanks! 

Bruno Mafrense  
Email not working 08/2006  
Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil -- I am engineering student and am the two years studying and constructing 
Turbines TESLA. 

Mirza Yousuf Mahmood 
mirza7737_AT_yahoo_DOT_com.mx  
Puebla, Mexico – masters in physical chemistry. Interested in mechanical devices and plastics. Teaching 
thermal sciences to chemistry students and mechanical engineering students in a private university after 
retiring from a public university in Puebla, Mexico 

Carlos Marcico 
CMARCICO_AT_IG_DOT_com.BR  
TAQUARITINGA, SÃO PAULO, BRASIL 
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Federico Martin 
federico_AT_riseup_DOT_net  
Capital, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Walter Luiz de Miranda Junior  
Email not working 08/2006 
BH, MG, Brasil -- I'm a Dentist, no other technical background, don't know much about physics or electricity, 
but fascinated about free energy. 

Nahuel Miranda 
mirandanahuel_AT_fullzero_DOT_com.ar  
Tanti, Córdoba, Argentina 

Pedro Morales 
private_pmc_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Irapuato, Guanajuato, México – www.ednirapuato_DOT_com I wanna make my own Tesla turbine and I 
wish to contact with people in Mexico and any place of the world to work in energy alternative technics. I 
hope you send me your path in your experiments to be one more partner in this new Club. 

Jacobo Mundo 
jacobomundo_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico -- I am interested this amazing machine 

Octavio Núñez Martínez 
onunez38_AT_hotmail_DOT_com   
Cihuahua, Mexico -- I wish to k now were can I buy the Tesla's Kit and what do they cost 

Joel Onix 
joelmp4_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Arequipa, Peru – 07/29/06 

Orlando Pardo 
orlandopardo_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Bucaramanga, Santander, Colombia – SOY ESTUDIANTE DE INGENIERIA MECANICA Y DESEO 
REALIZAR MI PROYECTO HACIENDO UNA TURBINA TESLA. 
(I am a student of mechanical engineering and desire to make my project doing a Tesla turbine.) 

Gus Palombo  
Email not working 06/02/09 
Argentina -- I am Aerospace Eng. I have a small machine shop, work in several project in small TurboJets 
and Helicopters parts if you need to know more about my jobs visit 
http://skytechaeronegines_DOT_netfirms.com 

Diego Petrus 
diego.petrus_AT_sun_DOT_com  
Villa Elisa, Buenos Aires, Argentina -- diegopetrus.com.ar  

Luiz Piazentini 
Email not working 06/02/09 
São Paulo, Brazil -- Estudante de Engenharia da Escola Politécnica de São Paulo 

Marco Pineda 
marquitospl_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Mexico DF, Mexico -- 10/01/09 I want to join 

Stuart Polkinghorne  
stupolks_AT_hotmail_DOT_com 
Dominican Republic - 11/01/10 I have just been looking online for solution of my off the grid farm here in the 
Dominican Republic.  I was looking to find a solar way to sterilize soils and found your site. Would like to 
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know if you have any other members in the Dominican Republic. Look forward to reading more and knowing 
when you have A solar steam generator system  up and running for sale. 

Leo Principe  
leo_AT_photoamazonica_DOT_com  
South America -- Working on a sustainability project in the Amazon. Wants to build a Tesla turbine using 
renewable fuels. 

adriano ramirez galeano  
adriano8562_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Machala, El Oro, ECUADOR – 10/25/06 

Eduardo Ramos 
dudaramos_AT_hotmail_DOT_com   
Macaé, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil -- I'm developing a project for wastewater. I do the electrochemical idea to 
clean effluent. If Solar/Tesla generator can be economic available, I can use this to improve my project. 

Noel Rios 
nrios_AT_ans.edu.ni  
Managua, Nicaragua - 05/19/09 www.ans.edu.ni Specially interested in alternative energy and robotics. 

Ruben Oscar Rodriguez 
derelicto_g_AT_yahoo_DOT_com.ar 
Buenos Aires, Argentina – 06/11/06 I made different variation around to Tesla turbine designs and made 
same trys exitous. At this time I am working in a prototype with a big expetative. Sorry for my very bad 
englis. 

CLAUDIO ROJAS 
claudio_rp_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
SANTIAGO, CHILE -- 10/02/08 I AM INTERESTED IN LEARNING TO BUILD A TESLA TURBINE 
POWERED BY SOLAR CONCENTRATED ENERGY 

Victor Ruiz 
ruizvict_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico – 07/16/06 I like all related with free energy. 

Chuck St. Louis 
 chuck_stlouis_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Guatemala, Guatemala – 03/04/06 

Gonzalo Sanchez  
Email not working 06/02/09 
Venezuela -- tuyate_DOT_net  

Sebastian Segura  
sebasegu_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Argentina 

Ian Shaw 
ianapshaw_AT_prodigy_DOT_net.mx  
Mexico 

Robert Tasher 
robert.tasher_AT_btinternet_DOT_com  
San Ignacio, Cayo, Belize, Central America – 07/30/06 Hi. I live off grid in the foothills of the Vaca Plateau. I 
generate about 70 amps at 12v D.C. per diem with PV panels. I propose building a solar powered steam 
turbine, to provide direct rotary power to drive both a generator and various pumps. As I began to surf the 
web for information I found your site, which I shall now explore. Best wishes. 
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Emerson Teran  
emersanti_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Buenos Aires, Argentina – 04/22/08 I am very interested in the tesla turbine. 

Ariel H. Garcia Traba  
Email not working 08/2006 
S. Martin, Buenos Aires, Argentina -- www.tnt_ar.com.ar  

javier alexis urizar 
Email not working 06/02/09 
posadas, misiones, Argentina – 02/14/06 I don't have a website...yet. ok. I tell you when I make one 

Rob van Basten 
Email not working 06/02/09 
Willemstad, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles -- www.antilleancooling.com 07/17/06 I want to use concentrated 
solar power to charge a molten salt storage vessel that will power a small (1-3 kwe/ 10 kwt) hybrid, co-
generating (hot-water) stirling engine, that is able to generate electric power and hot-water 24 hours/day. To 
concentrate sunlight retro satellite dishes will be used. (actually it is a small scale mix of proven stirling dish 
and heliostat applications.) 

Miguel Ángel Vargas  
logus_AT_telcel_DOT_net.ve  
Caracas, Venezuela – 01/17/06 Wishing to construct a Tesla Turbine with a free source of energy to power 
my car o to produce electricity. 

Marcelo Nunes Vasconcellos 
Email not working 06/02/09 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil -- I am a enthusiast of the scientific nature of the thing's 

EDGAR MARINO VELANDIA 
edgar_velandia_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Bogota, Cundinamarca, COLOMBIA - 04/28/09 this web is very interesting 

Kurt Saint Victor 
ksaintvictor_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil -- I am an engineer working for an independent energy company. We are looking for 
an alternative turbine for electricity power generation. 

Jose Villa 
tonervil_AT_verizon_DOT_net.do 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic -- 11/29/06 

Lelio Vrancovich  
Email not working 08/2006  
Villa Canas, Santa Fe, Argentina -- Interested in alternative energy sources. 

 
 

http://www.phoenixnavigation.com/ptbc/index.htm 


